Associated to the diagrams I and II of the figure there are operators c n : H ⊗n → H and s n : H → H ⊗n , n = 2, 3, 4, .. These operators satisfy various relations e.g. c 2 and s 2 satisfy the relations-Jacobi, coJacobi, and Drinfeld compatibility which utilize diagrams III, IV, V, and VI.
Diagram VI (Drinfeld compatibility for c 2 and s 2 ):
Thus we prove the Theorem: The reduced equivariant homology H of the free loop space of a smooth oriented d-manifold M has the structure of a Lie bialgebra generated by string operators c 2 : H ⊗ H → H and s 2 : H → H ⊗ H of degree 2 − d. The string operators c n : H ⊗n → H and s n : H → H ⊗n S n are also defined for n > 2 and have degree n + (1 − n)d. The relations conjecturally satisfied by c n and s n are described below.
Problem and Conjecture:
There is evidence (see c n and s n Identities paragraph below) that one may prove the c n and s n generate an algebraic 4 MOIRA CHAS AND DENNIS SULLIVAN structure on H that is Koszul dual in the sense of [Gan] to the positive boundary version (the number of inputs and the number of outputs are both positive) of the algebraic structure (genus zero) of symplectic topology [M] .
Remark : This Lie bialgebra is non trivial. For example, when d = 2 it is isomorphic to the Lie bialgebra discovered by Goldman and Turaev [T] .
General Program:
The theorem is part of a more elaborate structure of closed string operators including higher genus acting at the chain level of the spaces of maps of families of closed curves into M. We describe the elements of this general theory and illustrate with the examples indicated by diagrams I, II, III, IV, V, and VI which are required to treat the theorem and diagram VII used to prove the genus one involutive identity. Chain Operator : To have a good object in algebraic topology there are several issues compactness, transversality, and orientation. We want the output to be a relative chain representing an element in a chain complex computing H ⊗i , i = number of components of C, if the input is. We now discuss these issues in the order mentioned. Relative Compactness: To treat the chain operator for a general diagram we need to complete its configuration space enough so that this relative compactness is achieved. Namely, any strata omitted from a true compactification must correspond to output families which for each parameter have a positive number of tiny components.
Constraint Normal Bundle:
Besides this compactness consideration the other "sine qua non" issue is the normal bundle to the constraint locus.
Imposing the conditions defining the locus of the diagram in the cases above amounts to taking the preimage of a diagonal with a normal bundle.
Then the transversal preimage of a chain will be a chain (the Thom map at the chain level) and we can work in the context of algebraic topology.
We refer to this as the constraint normal bundle issue and we must keep this constraint normal bundle as we add pieces to the configuration spaces to obtain (relative) compactness. For example we have all the ingredients now to define the operations c n and s n , n = 2, 3, 4, ... in the reduced equivariant theory.
One need only add that diagrams I and II correspond to cycles since no strata were added to create (relative) compactness. Thus the chain operators corresponding to c n and s n commute with the ∂ operators on chains and pass to homology. (Orientations will be discussed in the paragraph below).
To prove the relations of a Lie bialgebra among the compositions of c 2 and s 2 we have to consider diagrams V and VI which bring forth two further considerations.
Diagram V : To achieve relative compactness for the configurations space of diagram V we have to let the two chords touch at one point which is a case already considered above for Diagram III (and IV). We also have to allow the internal chord of Diagram V to collapse to the endpoint of the connecting chord (from opposite sides only-because a one sided approach leads to a tiny output circle and a null chain). This creates in the limit a diagram of type I for n = 2 and if we do nothing else the number of constraints goes down and we lose the normal bundle property. However, the collapsing internal chord and the constraint that values at the endpoints of this chord coincide say that in the limit the derivative of the map in the C direction is null at the limit point.
Thus we are led to an order one diagram, a diagram of order zero of type I for n = 2 with the additional data that one of the attaching points of the chord is a point of multiplicity two. This means that when the locus of this diagram of order one is defined the condition coincidence of values at the endpoints of the chord is augmented by the condition that
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the 1st derivative in the C direction is zero at the point of multiplicity two. (In general at a point of multiplicity k the first (k − 1) derivatives would be required to be zero). Then the constraint normal bundle extends continuously over the added stratum for the relative compactness. This treats diagram V.
Diagram VI : One more feature appears in treating diagram VI. To the generic 4D configuration space of diagram VI we add three 3D strata and two 2D strata for relative compactness. One of the 3D strata will involve a new kind of consideration similar to that in the Fulton MacPherson compactification of configuration spaces [FM] . The other strata will be of the type already considered. Namely, two of the 3D strata allow the two chords to touch on one circle or the other. This has already been considered. The new case appears when the two chords approach each other (on opposite sides again) at both endpoints at commensurable distances.
We add a 3D stratum to our space which records the limiting single chord (two parameters) and a third parameter which can record the signed ratio of the small distances in the approach. We call this an FM-stratum.
We also add two strata for the chords touching first at one endpoint and then at the second endpoint which-like the discussion of diagram Vproduces in each case a multiple point. These strata account for the approach of chords at both endpoints with incommensurable distances at the endpoints.
When defining the locus for this completion (to a relatively compact configuration space) we treat the FM stratum in the following way. We have a chord diagram of type I (n = 2) with a third ratio parameter λ.
We ask first that the map agrees at endpoints of the chord as before and then ask further that derivatives in the C direction at these points be proportional with ratio 1/λ, (the factor 1/λ because distances appear in the denominator when calculating derivatives).
If the other strata are treated as described above the constraint normal bundle extends continuously over this entire (relative) compactification of the configuration space of diagram VI. This treats diagram VI.
Now we have all the ingredients to define the chain operators of diagrams I through VI up to a question of orientation.
Orientations: It is possible to avoid a nightmare of sign difficulties using a categorial approach to orientations motivated by [D] . 
Drinfeld compatibility
Identities for c n and s n : Using computations of Getzler [G] one can show the c n taken together satisfy a generalized Jacobi identity. Some but not all of these were shown at the chain level in [CS] . The rest follow as in [G] from the BV homology structure of [CS] . The Getzler identities (defining what he calls a "gravity algebra") are Koszul dual [G] to the associative (or commutative) identities in the definition of a "Frobenius manifold" [M] describing the algebraic structure of genus zero Gromov
Witten invariants of a closed symplectic manifold.
In the latter case there is a compatible non degenerate inner productthe Poincare duality of a closed symplectic manifold in its Floer homology and then apply Koszul duality [G] , [Gan] , [M, p.87] . One obtains an algebraic structure which combines gravity algebra and gravity co algebra with Drinfeld type compatibilities. It contains the notion of Lie bialgebra [Gan] . At this point one knows the c n satisfy the gravity algebra identities (generalized Jacobi [G] ), the s n by arrow reversal duality satisfy the gravity coalgebra identities (generalized Cojacobi) and c 2 and s 2 satisfy Drinfeld compatibility (this paper). This is the evidence for the conjecture and problem mentioned above. derivatives. These are required to define the constraint normal bundle.
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The theory begins to take on the structure of the collapsing graphs in the renormalization theory of Feynman diagrams appearing in the work of Kreimer et al [K] . This will be discussed elsewhere [S] .
